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Shape of the Day

1. Opening Book– Rosie Revere 
Engineer

2. Case Study – small group share
3. When We Where Alone Example 

- Tanis 
4. Water Inquiry & Literature 

Circles  - Leyton
5. Book talk

Reflecting on Action
Your question/area:    ______________________________            

1.  What have you learned about your focus 
student? Strengths? Stretches? Interests? 

2.  What can you do in your practice to make a 
difference for this student?

3.  What did you try? What happened? What did 
you notice? 

4. What will you try next? 

Your Name:  ___________________
Date:  ________________________

S
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D
E
N
T
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Q
U
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R
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Before Reading
What would it be like to go 
to school far away from 
home? 
How would you feel if you 
had to leave your family?
Partner Talk
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During Reading
What do we notice with the 

words and pictures?  
What emotions are we 

feeling?

After viewing pictures, 
engaging in partner talk, and 
whole class talk, students will 
choose a picture from the book 
and write in character.
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Water Inquiry

Don Blazevich
– Grade two
– Taylor Park Elementary
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The Class Review

What are the strengths 
of the class?

What are your concerns 
about the class as a whole?

What are your main goals 
for the class this year?

What are the individual 
needs in your class?

Class Review 
Learning in Safe Schools 

(Brownlie & King, 2000)

Teacher:
Class:

Classroom Strengths Classroom Needs

OtherSocio-EmotionalLearningLanguageMedical

Goals Decisions

Individual Concerns

Class Review Recording Form
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How can we succeed in 
engaging students with 
text, to enhance their 

thinking and understanding 
while they read?

Allington’s 
research 
strongly 
advocates
students 
having…

to books they

READ

& accesstime

can will&

As well as… Thinking deeply about 
what they read.

There is great success in engaging 
students with text and conversation 

using literature circles

Literature Circles

STUDENTS
Within these groupings,

choose 
their
own 
books

are never 
assigned

roles
read at

their own
pace

engage in
conversations

keep journals
about readings

and conversationsare taught
comprehension 

strategies
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Perhaps the easiest way to understand                      
What literature circles are,                         

is to examine, what they are not.

Literature Circles WHAT?

Reader response centered

Guided primarily by teachers or 
curriculum based questions

Teacher-assigned groups formed
solely on ability

Teacher and text centered

Intended as a 
place to do
skills work

Unstructured, uncontrolled “talk 
time without accountability

The entire reading curriculum

Literature Circles are… Literature Circles are not…

Part of a balanced literacy 
program

Groups formed by book choice

Structured for student
independence, responsibility, and
ownership

Guided primarily by student
insights and questions

Intended as a context in which
to apply reading strategies 
and writing skills Students begin reading                                     

Starting   
With Books

Literature Circles
Brownlie, 2005; Brownlie, Feniak & Schnellert, 2006

Day 1

Students choose 2 texts each.  (One as a back up)

Read an 
excerpt

Introduction of TEXTS

“What comes to mind when you read this? 
SAY SOMETHING.”

Choose
5 or 6

books w/
multiple
copies

Model & practice with short text.  Ask the students:

Introduction of book conversations

Describe the kind of
reader that might 

enjoy this 

Describe the font,
text features 

including ‘notice that’s’

Choose the books

Wide range
of reading

interest

Wide range
Of reading
difficulty Books

I Have 
Read & 
enjoyed

Books that lead to further 
Reading I.e. series, author
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Grade 5/6 English
Class Strengths

• Social group
• Thoughtful, caring and helpful
• Aware and accepting of different 

learning styles and students support
each other

• Sense of humour
• Co-operative
• Enjoy reading & writing
• A trusting environment built

overtime (19/28 students 2nd year
together)

• Making personal connections

Grade 5/6 English
Class Stretches (needs) 

• Making inferences
• Making connections beyond
personal

• Developing independence
• Organizing for learning (materials,

time, ideas)
• Focusing and sustaining attention
• Asking thoughtful questions about
reading material

• Maintaining group conversations
that are on task 
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Grade 5/6 English 
Interests

• Sports (especially hockey and soccer)
• WWE (wrestling)
• Reading
• Social issues/current events
• Music
• Humour/Theatre

Medical Learning

Adam *
William
Paula
Jack
Chris
Mitchell

William - Autism
Chris - Learning Disability, adapt 
reading, writing, math
Sue, Trevor - Learning Disability,
adapt reading, writing
Mitchell - written output difficulty
Donna, Ian, Richard - gifted
Paula, Jason - adapted math

Social-
emotional Language

Sue - competitive, impulsive
Paula - impulsive, needs 
support with social interactions
William- emotional regulation
Cory - emotional regulation
Kim - anxiety
Kyle - support for basic problem 
solving skills
Adam - following general school 
rules and expectations

Jason - ESL 2
Kathleen - ESL 4
Chris/Trevor - language 
processing disorder

Challenge
Donna
Ian
Richard

•All names are pseudonyms
Underlined names are students designated with 
special needs by the B.C Ministry of Education
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Grade 5/6 English
Class Goals

• Developing greater independence
(strategies for planning, following
through with criteria, and self-
monitoring)

• Developing thinking skills by using high
interest text

• Focusing on determining the main idea in
text passages

• Finding the theme/“Big Idea” in novels

• Help students develop metacognitive and
self-monitoring strategies

Decisions
Gr. 5/6 English

• Literature Circles 2-3 times a week
• Scheduled during support times with Melanie 

(teacher librarian)
• Model, model, model 

– thinking aloud
– connecting, questioning, inferring

• Big ideas
• Develop criteria 
• Self and peer assessment; giving useful 

feedback
• Laptops 
• Use pictures 
• Gr. 7 student to pre-read Literature Circle with 

Josh*
• EA support - 1 x wk (45 min) during Literature 

Circles
• End of the day organization - 10 min “check in” 

with buddy and board
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Starting   
With BooksLiterature Circles

Stacey’s 5/6 class 

To Consider:
Range of reading interests:

• action
• adventure
• social/world issues

Range of reading levels

Male protagonists:
Maniac Magee
Wringer
Among the Hidden

Female protagonists: 
The Breadwinner 
Esperanza Rising
The Report Card

How I put together my 5/6 set:
• Social studies unit on Human and Child Rights
• Read aloud Iqbal, by Francesco D’Adamo
• Picture book version, The Carpet Boy’s Gift, by Pegi Deitz Shea
• Theme of determination and perseverance

Reading Levels (Gr. 5/6)

Most accessible
The Report Card

Typical
Maniac Magee
The Breadwinner
Wringer 

Challenge
Esperanza Rising
Among the Hidden

Grades 5/6: Literature Circle Book Set

Book Set

Supporting the Social Responsibility Strand: 
•Exercising democratic rights and responsibilities 
•Valuing diversity and defending human rights

Supporting the Social Studies Strand:

•Human and Child Rights and the United Nations

Type

Wringer: Jerry Spinelli Novel
Esperanza Rising: Pam Munoz Ryan Novel
Among the Hidden: Margaret Peterson Haddix  Novel
The Breadwinner: Deborah Ellis Novel
The Carpet Boy’s Gift: Pegi Deitz Shea Picture Book
Iqbal : Francesco D’Adamo Novel

Theme: Determination/Perseverance

Maniac Magee: Jerry Spinelli Novel
The Report Card: Andrew Clements Novel
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Starting   
With BooksLiterature Circles

Themes:

Perserverance
Louis Braille
Sadako et les mille oiseaux

Acceptance
Tom et le Gorille
Louis Braille

Friendship
Les Impatiences de Ping

Le Miracle de Juliette
Winn-Dixie

Adapting to Change
Marion et le nouveau monde

Family
Le Message du biscuit    

chinois
Love/courage

L’Odyssée miraculeuse   
d’Edouard Toulaine

Reading Levels (Gr. 5/6)

Most Accessible
Marion et le nouveau monde
Le Message du biscuit chinois
Le Miracle de Juliette

Typical
Tom et le Gorille

Louis Braille
Sadako et les mille oiseaux

Challenge
Les Impatiences de Ping
Winn-Dixie

Factors to consider:

•Includes a theme or message
•Relevance to student lives
•interest
•Variety of language levels

Male Protagonists
Le Message du biscuit chinois
Tom et le Gorille
Louis Braille

L’Odyssée miraculeuse   
d’Edouard Toulaine

Female Protagonists
Marion et le nouveau monde
Le Miracle de Juliette
Sadako et les mille oiseaux
Les Impatiences de Ping
Winn-Dixie

Lisa’s French Set

Starting   
With BooksLiterature Circles

Day 2

SAYING SOMETHING about what they thought.

The conversation carries on from here.

BUT REMEMBER!

Meeting with the groups

Meet with a group who are reading the same 
book, while the other students continue reading

Encourage students to come to the meeting 
with a brief passage prepared to read aloud.

After a student has read, others respond by:

Do not LEAD the conversation.  Allow the 
students to be as natural as possible.  Enables 
them to meet in their own literature circle in a 

meaningful way without you

As students become more familiar with the 
format, the prepared passage for reading 
become less formalized.  They will begin to talk 
about significant sections which struck them.

After 10-15 minutes meet with another group
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Among the Hidden
Literature Circle 

Discussion

Students Working with Criteria
for Discussion Groups
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Literature Circle Assessment Rubric 
for Group Discussions

English Gr. 5/6

A good start!
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Getting going with questions

Explaining the thinking
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Response Logs

Create Criteria

SHARE
Ask for volunteers to have their 
responses analyzed, based on 
criteria for powerful responses, 
created by the class.  Keep the 
criteria posted for revision and 
reflection.

Generally 

this is a 10 

minute write

Students respond 

in writing twice 

a week, reacting 

to their books.

Initially students 
write at the same 
time, but as the 
process becomes 

familiar, most 
will write when 
it is appropriate

Read and respond to selected student 
responses.  Not all responses need to be 

responded to by a teacher.

Literature Circles:

From Student Samples

Creating Criteria

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Choose
3-6 student responses including a variety of forms (webs, 
paragraphs, pictures) and turn them into overheads

Accept

“I have chosen a variety of responses to use as 
samples. These samples will help us build criteria 
for what makes our responses effective”

Say

Ask

Only positive comments

“What did you notice that really works in a response?”
“What strikes you as powerful about this response?”

Revise

Reorganize

The list as important new criteria emerge

The list to guide further work with responses 
for the next 4-6 week period

The list into a more coherent form

Post &
Use
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Samples of Student Rubrics for Written 
Responses

Assessment Rubric for Written 
Literature Circle Responses

English Gr. 5/6
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• Possible slides ???
• Scan diary
• Abbey’s digital photo sticky 

note??
• scan what happened/my thinking

Format: Student Diversity, 2006

.
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Peer feedback for 
Written Responses

S
T
R
A
T
E
G
I
E
S

Choose a 
class strategy about every 2 weeks

Based on a 
group goal

that will enhance their 
reading development

Tapping into multiple intelligences

Character
development

Influences
of setting

Examples

Real life
applications

Modeled using a common text
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Examples

S
T
R
A
T
E
G
I
E
S Venn 

diagrams

Containers
for 

characters

learning
journeys

Talk 
shows

Tableaus

Composing 
a rap

Mini-dramas

Setting

Characters

Reader’s 
Theatre

Comprehension 
Strategies

Comprehension Activity
IDEAGRAM

What is it?
• a visual display representing a 
theme
• focus on quotes, connections 
and evidence from book that 
supports theme
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Planning 
Pulling things together
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Ideagram Sharing in mixed groups
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Sharing in Literature Circle 
group

Evaluation
B.C. Reading 
Performance 

Standards
Use

to assist you in supporting 
and enhancing the 
development of readers

Develop
criteria 
with the 
students

to demonstrate powerful 
responses and for strategy 
use

Have
students 
keep a 
chart

to document all the books 
they have read

Have

Provide

individual 
reading 

conferences

more 
teaching and 
monitoring

with ALL students, using the
conference format based on BC 
Reading Performance Standards.

to students who require extra 
support with daily individual 
reading and responding sessions.

Be sure to share your record-keeping (what you are 
looking/listening for, the changes and growth you are 

noticing) with the students
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Collaboration
by Lisa and Stacey

• Same grade and school but different languages
• Meet at the beginning of each term and then 
throughout as needed

• Approach to curriculum development is to
focus on the “big picture” and enduring
understandings

• Adapt lessons accordingly based on our class
goals, needs and interests

• Switch classes for french and gym
• Teach fine arts - recorder and drama
• Completed Graduate Diploma 
• Present at district level
• Compliment each other as we bring individual

strengths and needs to the planning process

So…
BE PREPARED!

For A LOT of reading

For some students reading ALL of the 
books in your ‘kit’ and moving on

To engage in this with your students 
for a significant amount of time

To read WITH them, share your 
responses to text, and occasionally 
reading a novel aloud, or excerpts from 
new discoveries
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Resources by the speakers

Brownlie (2004). Literacy in the Middle Years. Webcasst, BC Ministry of 
Education. http://insinc.com/ministryofeducation/20041007/index.html and 
http://insinc.com/ministryofeducation/20041118/indix.html

Brownlie, F. (2005). Grand Conversations, Portage & Main Press.
Brownlie, Feniak, &  McCarthy (2004) Assessment and Instruction of ESL 

Learners, Portage and Main Press.
Brownlie, F. Feniak, C. & Schnellert, L. (2006). Student Diversity, 2nd ed., Pembroke.
Brownlie & Jeroski (2006). Reading and Responding, gr. 4, 5, & 6, 2nd ed.,

Thomson Nelson.
Brownlie, F. & King, J. (2000). Learning in Safe Schools. Pembroke.
Brownlie, F., &. Schnellert, L. (2008). Developing readers, writers and thinkers in the 

Humanities.
Brownlie, F., Schnellert, L. & Saundry, C. (2008). Developing readers, writers and thinkers in 

Math and Science. Winnipeg, MN: Portage & Main Press.
Butler, D. L., Schnellert, L., & Cartier, S. C. (2005). Adolescents' engagement in "reading to 

learn": Bridging from assessment to instruction. BC Educational Leadership Research, 2.
Butler, D.L. Schnellert, L., & Higginson, S. (2007, April). Fostering agency and co-regulation: 

Teachers using formative assessment to calibrate practice in an age of accountability. 
Presented at the 2007 AERA Annual Meeting in Chicago, Illinois. Available at: 
http://www.ecps.educ.ubc.ca/faculty/Butler_ConfPapers/Butler,_Schnellert,_&_Higgins
on,_2007.pdf

Schnellert, L., Butler. D., & Higginson, S. (2008). Co-constructors of data; co-constructors of 
meaning: Teacher professional development in an age of accountability. Teaching and 
Teacher Education. 24 (3) pp 725-750. 

Schnellert, L., & Widdess, N. (2005). Student-generated criteria, free verse poetry, and 
residential schools. Update: the Journal of BC Teachers of English Language Arts, 47 
(2), 19-28.


